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There is not much that is “free” these days – I already know there is no free
lunch; free time - ha ha that’s a good one; gluten free – I still have no idea what a
gluten is; freeways have tolls; and free advice always ends up costing me
somehow. Well, your Cooperative isn’t giving up on the concept of “free”. This
summer, every one of our members is getting a gift from Sussex Rural Electric Cooperative. We
will be sending each of our members a box of four LED light bulbs – for free! It’s part of an
energy efficiency plan that Allegheny Electric Cooperative, our power generation provider,
unveiled this year where all 230,000 cooperative households across New Jersey and Pennsylvania
will receive these bulbs. We encourage you to replace four standard incandescent bulbs in your
home with these 60-watt equivalent, soft white LED bulbs. You save: it is projected that each
bulb will save you over $6 per year in energy costs, for over 20 years. That box of four bulbs has
about $500 in savings in it. The Cooperative saves: the combined effect of all the lightbulbs
installed will help reduce our power costs, as it reduces the need for Allegheny to purchase
power on the open market, above what its own assets generate. We all save: just like our water
heater program, by reducing our operating costs, we can continue to keep your electricity rate as
one of the lowest in the state of NJ. This allows us to
continue our focus on providing the highest quality of
service to our membership at the lowest possible price.
Please watch for this small green and white box from Sussex
REC in the next few weeks. Open it up, use them right away,
and start saving. If you’re one of those households that has
already converted all of your lighting to LED, go ahead and
give your extra LED bulbs to your Cooperative neighbors.
Tell them they’re free!

Bright Idea: Delivering Energy Efficiency with LED Lightbulbs
By Kathy Hackleman, PREA Senior Editor/Writer
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Over the next couple of months, rural electric cooperative members across Pennsylvania and
New Jersey will receive a small package in their mailbox, a gift from their local rural electric
cooperative. It’s not a box full of dollar bills — but it’s close.
Inside each box, there are four Energy Star-certified, 60-watt-equivalent soft white (2700 Kelvin)
light-emitting diode (LED) lightbulbs with a five-year warranty. Not only are the lightbulbs free —
they will actually save you money in energy costs for the next 23 years (the expected life of a
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bulb used an average of three hours per day).

Now, all you have to do is install them. Sure, you may be tempted to wait until an old incandescent bulb burns
out. “Waste not, want not,” is what you might be thinking. But you’d be wasting money by keeping these LED
bulbs on the shelf.
“Technology has improved so much in recent years that the installation of LED bulbs improves lighting
efficiency by 80 percent over traditional incandescent bulbs,” says Frank Betley, president & CEO of the
Pennsylvania Rural Electric Association (PREA) and Allegheny Electric Cooperative, Inc. (Allegheny), the wholesale
supplier of electricity to Pennsylvania’s 13 cooperatives and one in New Jersey. “Eighty percent is a huge
difference, something anyone would definitely notice on their electric bill if they switched over to this
technology.”

Replacing
incandescent bulbs
with LEDs is one of the
easiest and fastest
ways to cut energy

Switching out one incandescent bulb for an LED bulb can
save an average of more than $6 per year. With that
understanding, electric cooperatives in Pennsylvania and
New Jersey are launching a membership-wide initiative to
take advantage of the energy efficiency qualities of LED
lighting. Widespread participation can make a
significant impact by helping to
reduce power supply needs, driving
down energy costs for all.

Install now
That impact is enough that, once cooperative members receive their free bulbs, they are
encouraged to remove four incandescent bulbs — even if they are still working fine —
and replace them with the new LED bulbs. “That seems counterintuitive,” Betley notes,
“as we tend to believe that it is more efficient to use something until it wears out. In this
case, the exact opposite is true.”
The LED is one of the most energy-efficient lighting technologies available today. In
partnership with the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA), electric
cooperatives across the United States have been researching the benefits of LED lights for
a decade. The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) believes LEDs have the potential to
change the future of lighting. DOE officials estimate that by 2027, widespread use of LEDs
across the country could save the equivalent annual electrical output of forty-four 1,000megawatt power plants, with a total savings of more than $30 billion at today’s price of
electricity. By 2035, DOE officials expect that LEDs will represent the
majority of lighting installations, comprising 86 percent of installed stock across all
categories (compared to 6 percent in 2015).
Impact on power costs
Replacing incandescent bulbs with LEDs is one of the easiest and fastest ways to cut energy bills. With such potential, cooperatives in Pennsylvania and New Jersey are taking ad-

vantage of economies of scale to maximize the impact LEDs can have on power costs.

“If you take the amount of money saved per bulb and multiply it by all the bulbs used by the more than 600,000
cooperative consumers in Pennsylvania and New Jersey, you can begin to see the impact this could make on
power supply costs,” Betley observes. “The reality is that deploying this technology is an investment that will
lower power costs over time — and lower them significantly.”
Through Allegheny, cooperatives in Pennsylvania and New Jersey own a 10 percent share of Susquehanna Steam
Electric Station, a nuclear power plant. They also own the Raystown Hydroelectric Project in Huntingdon County.
These sources, along with some long-term hydropower agreements with the New York Power Authority, provide
about two-thirds of the power required by the cooperatives. The remainder of the electricity needed for
cooperative members is purchased on the open market, where prices fluctuate.
“Deploying the energy-efficient LED lightbulb technology will reduce the amount of energy needed by the local
distribution cooperatives,” Betley explains.
You can begin to cut your energy bills as soon as your box of four energy-efficient LED lightbulbs is delivered to
your mailbox, which should take place in the next few weeks. The box will be clearly labeled as holding LED bulbs.
To begin saving money on your electricity bill immediately, replace four old incandescent bulbs with the new LED
bulbs immediately.

“We have been working on the lightbulb initiative for close to a year,” says Ben Ricci, PREA/
Allegheny manager of alternative energy & competitive markets.
Ricci reports, “Once we decided to propose the project to the board, we had to determine
how the bulbs were going to be deployed. It turned out that mailing them directly to members
is the most efficient way.”
“We also had to select the specific lightbulb we wanted,” Ricci explains. “It needed to have a
warranty, a long lifespan and an acceptable color temperature, be equivalent to a 60-watt
bulb, and be Energy Star-certified. We are pleased that we are now approaching the
deployment stage and that members will soon be able to save money on their lighting costs.”
Rachel Barker, director of sales and marketing at Service Concepts, Inc., says the LED bulbs are
the most efficient bulbs now on the market.
“They use less energy to produce the same amount of light, last about 2 1/2 times longer than
CFLs and about 20 times longer than incandescents,” she reports. “In addition, they do not use
mercury to operate, give off less heat than other bulbs when operating, provide instant full
brightness, and their plastic housing has proven to be more durable than CFLs or
incandescents.”
The lightbulbs will be mailed out on a staggered schedule, beginning later this month and
continuing into July. The insert card in the package will have contact information if there are
questions or issues with the bulbs.

Laundry Tip: Use rubber or
wool dryer balls, which help
separate clothing in the
cycle, providing better
airflow and a shorter drying
time. Wool dryer balls can
help absorb moisture, which
also reduces drying time.
Source: energy.gov

